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Information Sharing: The new intelligence capability

Steve Coles, Head of Security Strategy
at SELEX SI/VEGA, revisits the importance of information sharing for the UK in light of the failed Christmas Day airline
bomb plot. According to President Obama, it was an information sharing and analysis breakdown that nearly allowed a
terrorist to kill 290 people on 25 December 2009, in what would [...]

The major international security challenges in 2010: Italy‟s role and vision

Intervention of: Franco Frattini, Italian Minister for Foreing Affairs : The full document in, 100125 The major
international security challenges ―in 2010 we face an ―arch of instability‖ which stretches from the Horn of Africa and
the Arabian peninsula to Central Asia. A challenge that poses serious threats to international security and means that we
cannot manage [...]

IT Coast Guard VADM Pollastrini: “Implementing Integrated Maritime Policy in
the European Union In conjunction with Italian Embassy in Washington, SELEX Sistemi Integrati has organized

an event in line with the recent declarations of DHS Secretary, Janet Napolitano, looking for an ―international approach
to the security‖ recommending potential practical responses. The event involved prominent representatives of Italian and
U.S. Government organizations, Department of Homeland Security, US and Italian Coast [...]

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS AND CRISIS MANAGEMENT: THE FIVE LESSONS

―Emergency Preparedness and Crisis Management‖ is part of a series of Workshops titled ―Share Best Practices across
the Atlantic‖ organized by SELEX SI. The 3rd Workshop guest speaker, the Hon Michael Chertoff, former Secretary of the
US DHS speaks about The Five Lessons learned.

NEWS
“Italy was right decision” interview to Mark S. Newman, DRS CEO

The marriage
between Finmeccanica and DRS Technologies, the U.S. military electronics company bought in 2008 for 3.7 billion euros’
is successful, although there is still much to do. Moreover Rome was not built in a day, ―says the CEO of DRS, Mark S.
Newman, who, after having sold his block of shares to Finmeccanica, making [...]

Intelligence and Operations Coordination Center of U.S. Customs and Border
Protection U.S. Customs and Border Protection opened a new facility to help enhance information sharing across

the nearly 60,000-person organization. The new Intelligence and Operations Coordination Center will serve as the ―onestop-shop‖ for operations coordination and information sharing across the operational entities within the agency,
including Field Operations, Border Patrol and Air and Marine. A formal [...]

Problems with LCS ships ?

The U.S. Navy sees the launch and recovery of smaller boats as a ―major risk‖
to both competing designs for its new Littoral Combat Ship program, a congressional watchdog agency said on Tuesday.
The Government Accountability Office (GAO), the research arm of Congress, said the Navy’s risk assessment was
troubling, given that watercraft launch and recovery [...]

Cybersecurity: Challenges and Opportunites

It is a battle that is being fought every second of
every day. A battle in which the attackers are unseen and often undetected and the victims unaware and often unwilling
to publicly acknowledge their defenses have been breached. This is the ongoing conflict between cyberwarfare and its
alter ego cybersecurity, and global aerospace and defense [...]

Finmeccanica: 130M$ contracts for security

Finmeccanica has won contracts with a total value of
approximately 13 M$ million through its companies DRS, SELEX Sistemi Integrati and Elsag Datamat. Specifically, DRS

Technical Services, a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Finmeccanica Group company DRS Technologies, was awarded a
$77 million contract to provide technical assistance to the United States Army and allies as they [...]

DRS Technical Services: 77 M$ for C2 Technical Assistance to United States
Forces-Iraq DRS Technical Services, Inc., Finmeccanica Group, announced that its Tactical Services & Network

Solutions business unit was awarded a contract for approximately $77 million to provide technical assistance to the
United States Army and allies as they withdraw from the country of Iraq. Under terms of the award, DRS will continue to
support the transition of [...]

Alenia Aeronautica delivers second ATR-42MP airplane to the NAF

The delivery
ceremony was held at Alenia Aeronautica’s Training Centre at Turin-Caselle and was attended by Air Vice Marshal DS
Dillimono (Chief Operation Officer) and Wing Commander AT Marquis (Programme Manager ATR-42MP NAF) who signed
the acceptance of the aircraft in the presence of Alenia Aeronautica’s Managers. Having completed the final acceptance
phases with the flight [...]

Loser To Fight In LCS Deal? Analysts say high-stakes competition pitting Austal against Lockheed Martin

could end with protest similar to tanker contest By the Navy’s calendar, a winner-take-all order for up to 10 new littoral
combat ships is supposed to be awarded this summer, with Mobile-based Austal USA’s future prospects heavily staked to
the outcome. But that award may not be [...]

Airport security should be “unpredictable”

MPs say that business travellers should not know what
to expect when they pass through airports in order to beat terrorism The current confusion over what business travellers
should expect when they go through security in Britain’s airports looks set to increase if recommendations from the
Home Affairs select committee are adopted. A report from the all-party [...]

Border Patrol Agents Rescue 10 from El Paso Storm Drains

A potentially deadly situation
was averted on March 24 after U.S. Border Patrol agents, helped rescue ten illegal migrants who were put in a perilous
situation by a smuggler in an attempt to elude authorities. In the early hour’s yesterday afternoon on March 25, Border
Patrol agents from the El Paso Station responded to the Hill [...]

Telephonics: Advanced ATM Automation System

Telephonics Corporation, a wholly owned
subsidiary of Griffon Corporation, and a leader in providing advanced air traffic management solutions, announced today
the launch of its newest and most advanced Air Traffic Management (ATM) automation system, Aerotrac®NextGen. This
system is the latest update to its highly successful AeroTrac® ATC system line which improves the operational efficiency
[...]

Private Guards Kill Somali Pirate

In what was said to be the first incident of its kind, private security
guards aboard a merchant ship plying the pirate-infested waters off Somalia shot dead one of several attackers trying to
seize the vessel, the European Naval Force in the area said on Wednesday. The death comes amid fears that
increasingly aggressive pirates and [...]

Updating air traffic system top aim of Senate bill

Replacing World War II-era radar with 21st
century GPS technology and implementing several new airline safety rules would be required under a $34.5 billion bill
approved on March,22 by the Senate. The measure funding the Federal Aviation Administration through Sept. 30, 2011,
calls for key elements of the FAA’s NextGen program to be in place at [...]

Navy Warns Ships About Al Qaeda Risk Near Yemen

Merchant, military vessels put on alert
The Navy is warning ships sailing in waters near Yemen that al Qaeda is planning seaborne attacks similar to the 2000
suicide boat bombing of the USS Cole. A warning notice posted on the Web site of the Office of Naval Intelligence and
dated March 10 stated that the alert was [...]

Afghan Opium will create a new “Silk Road”?

KABUL, Afghanistan — The effort to win over
Afghans on former Taliban turf in Marja has put American and NATO commanders in the unusual position of arguing
against opium eradication, pitting them against some Afghan officials who are pushing to destroy the harvest. From Gen.
Stanley A. McChrystal on down, the military’s position is clear: ―U.S. [...]

„dominator(tm)‟- the System That Enables Soldiers to Dominate the Battlefeild

Elbit Systems will be presenting the ―Dominator ™‖ – an Integrated Infantry Combat System at the upcoming Australian

Air Show. Geared for the unit level and individual soldier, the ―Dominator ™‖ enables forces to dominate the field by
empowering infantry units with full situational awareness through networking into integrated information systems.
Outfitted with the ―Dominator ™‖ [...]

New Command, Control and Comms System

Greg Combet, Minister for Defence Personnel,
Materiel and Science, today announced that a contract has been signed with Elbit Systems Limited (Elbit) to provide the
next generation of command, control and communications capability to elements of the Army, Special Operations
Command and the Air Force’s Combat Support Group. ―The introduction of this new capability which will [...]

Aircrafts and Helicopters: Finmeccanica Seeks To Make U.S. Home Market

Finmeccanica is looking to further increase its business activity in the U.S., capitalizing on its acquisition of DRS
Technologies.The company has long eyed the U.S. and, through a growing industrial footprint, has tried to make it a
―home market‖ in addition to Italy and the U.K. A round of upcoming helicopter competitions will prove a crucial [...]

What is the Purpose of the U.S. Foreign Terrorist Organizations List?

The United
States maintains a range of ―terrorist lists,‖ of which the Foreign Terrorist Organizations (FTO) list is one of the better
known. But in two recent court cases, the U.S. government has offered arguments that raise questions about the
purpose of the list. FTO List vs. State Sponsors List Another list is that of state sponsors [...]

US NAVY LCS: life-cycle cost is a major problem

Navy Secretary Ray Mabus said yesterday the
service is keeping a mid-April deadline for industry bids on the Littoral Combat Ship (LCS), amid concerns about the
losing shipbuilder protesting the contract award and a call from one side to delay the schedule. Some observers predict
the loser of the two-way contest between Lockheed Martin and General [...]

CACI: 219 M$ in C4ISR and IT Services

Award by Space and Naval Warfare Systems Center Atlantic
Continues Company’s Role as Provider of Critically Important Services CACI International Inc announced today that it
has been awarded a $219 million prime contract to provide command, control, communications, computers, intelligence,
surveillance, reconnaissance (C4ISR) and business IT software and maintenance services to the Space and Naval
Warfare (SPAWAR) [...]

SBINET in troubles: funds frozen

The Department of Homeland Security is pulling in the reins on a
high-priced border ―virtual fence‖ system plagued by cost overruns and missed deadlines since its launch four years ago.
Additional funding for the SBInet project will be frozen beyond two systems already going up along the U.S.-Mexico
border near Sasabe and Ajo, the agency said [...]

Italian navy to deploy AW101s to Afghanistan

Italy will deploy three of its AgustaWestland
AW101 amphibious support helicopters to Afghanistan in October for a 12-month tour of duty. The ―Task Group Shark‖
detachment will involve aircraft from the navy’s 1st Helicopter Squadron at Luni, plus 55 personnel and an aeromedical
evacuation team, assigned to the International Security Assistance Force’s Regional Command West [...]

CBP Seizes Counterfeit DVDs at California Border

U.S. Customs and Border Protection officials
today announced the seizure of a single truckload containing more than 6,300 counterfeit DVDs last month at the Otay
Mesa cargo export facility. click for hi-res At about 9 a.m. on February 11, a CBP officer processing trucks exporting
cargo out of the United States into Mexico pulled aside a shipment [...]

DRS Awarded $15 M to Provide Satellite Connectivity and Services

DRS Defense
Solutions, LLC, a wholly-owned subsidiary of DRS Technologies, Inc.,Finmeccanica Group, announced its Global
Enterprise Solutions business unit was awarded a $15 million task order to provide X-band satellite connectivity and
terrestrial transport services to the U.S. Military serving in the Middle East. Award is by the Defense information Systems
Agency (DISA) under Defense Information [...]

U.S. Homeland Security Chief Meets Europe Counterparts

European officials agreed at last
Jan Madrid Meeting to accelerate the drafting of a common strategy with the United States to improve airline security
during a meeting with Janet Napolitano, the secretary of the Department of Homeland Security. It was the first such
high-level trans-Atlantic meeting on the subject since the botched Dec. 25 bombing of an [...]

USCG: Two Marine Pilots Rescued in the Ocean

A Marine Corps F/A-18 pilot and his weapons
officer tried to make it back home after both engines on their warplane failed and a fire broke out, but they were forced

to eject and ditch the aircraft in the ocean ―The fire was making its way toward the cockpit, so they determined they
could not make [...]

No MEADS Decision From U.S. Army-MDA Meeting Senior U.S. Army officials who met with

representatives from the Missile Defense Agency (MDA) March 10 reached no decision on whether to transfer
management of the Medium Extended Air Defense System (MEADS) program to the agency, according to a defense
official. Instead, senior officials from both organizations agreed that follow-up questions needed to be answered and [...]

VIENNA INTERNATIONAL PARLIAMENTARY AGENDA: PORT SECURITY U.S. Rep.

Laura Richardson (D-CA) today pushed the issues of port security and international piracy on to the agenda of the
Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe Parliamentary Assembly (OSCE PA). Participating in her first
meeting as a delegate to the international body, Richardson raised the issues based on her experience as a member of
[...]

Marinette Marine / FINCANTIERI : an oceanografhic vessel for Alaska

Marinette
Marine Corporation, the FINCANTIERI’s American subsidiary, will built an oceanografic research vessel capable of
working in icy artic waters (Alaska Region Vessel – ARRV) for the University of Fairbanks, Alaska. The vessel will be built
at Mariette Marine shipyard in Wisconsin. Work will commence on the ship in the last quarter of 2010 for [...]

Upgraded Biometric Technology Facilitates Visitors‟ Entry to the United States

An upgraded biometric technology is in place at major U.S. ports of entry, and most international visitors should expect
to use the new technology when they enter the United States. DHS’s US-VISIT program began upgrading its biometric
technology from a two- to a 10-fingerprint collection standard in 2007 to make the entry process faster and more [...]

Radiation Detection Portals at Port Hueneme U.S. Customs and Border Protection announced

today the deployment of Radiation Portal Monitors at Port Hueneme to prevent terrorists from attempting to smuggle
radiological materials used in nuclear and radiological dispersal devices. ―This advanced technology enhances our
capabilities in keeping the flow of legitimate trade critical to the U.S. economy, while protecting our country from
terrorists [...]

TSA: X-ray Technology Capability at Checkpoints Nationwide

The Transportation Security
Administration (TSA) announced it is further bolstering existing explosives detection capabilities by deploying additional
tools to screen powdered substances at checkpoints. ―Every day, TSA officers work at over 450 airports nationwide
screening approximately 2 million passengers to keep the traveling public safe,‖ said TSA Acting Administrator Gale
Rossides. ―These enhancements are part of TSA’s [...]

EU Commission Regulation on Aviation Security

EU lays down detailed measures for the
implementation of the common basic standards on aviation security for safeguarding against acts of unlawful
interferences and general measures supplementing the common basic standards in the following areas: Airport Security
Arcraft Security Hold Baggage Screening Controls Cargo and Mail Screening Controls In Flight Security Control Security
Equipments for full text click here LexUriServ US air [...]

EADS Falls Into The Red – A380 Will Make Losses For At Least 2-3 Years

European
Aeronautic Defence & Space Co. NV said Tuesday it swung into the red in 2009 as problem contracts weighed on
earnings, as expected, and it predicted that 2010 will be another difficult year even though visibility is improving. The
company was weighed down by a EUR1.8 billion charge against cost overruns on its long-delayed [...]

MEADS : Army would like to kill the program, but Pentagon resists

Another battle is
brewing at the Pentagon over a costly weapons program that many military leaders do not want but that so far has
proven difficult to kill. After several failed attempts, the Army is trying again to cancel a $19 billion missile defense
system that the United States is developing in partnership with Italy and [...]

US Grounds BAE Export Applications

The US State Department has put a hold on all new applications
for export licences by BAE Systems in the wake of the company’s recent criminal plea agreement to settle long-running
bribery allegations. It says it wants to establish what impact the UK armsmaker’s agreement last month with the
Department of Justice will have on the [...]

Training, Investment Create Sustainable Afghan Army

Training and financial investment are
critical to helping Afghanistan’s security forces become self-sufficient, a senior participant in the effort said. Army Brig.
Gen. Gary Patton, the deputy commanding general for programs with Combined Security Transition Command
Afghanistan, shared his insights during a March 6 ―DoDLive‖ bloggers roundtable on how U.S. and NATO forces are
supporting the [...]

Cyberwar Declared As China Hunts For The West‟s Intelligence Secrets

Urgent
warnings have been circulated throughout Nato and the European Union for secret intelligence material to be protected
from a recent surge in cyberwar attacks originating in China. The attacks have also hit government and military
institutions in the United States, where analysts said that the West had no effective response and that EU systems were
[...]

USDoD New Cyber-Security Rules For Unclassified Data

The U.S. Defense Department, the
target of 300 million attempts daily to probe its computer networks, wants to require its contractors to report hacking
that compromises sensitive information. Under a proposed regulation, companies would have to report the breach within
72 hours, preserve evidence and assist with the investigation. The proposal also would require companies to [...]

Vice Adm. R. J. Papp memo on USCG restructuring

The incoming Coast Guard commandant has
penned a remarkably honest and sometimes disturbing memo saying the service was ―forced to make asset reduction
decisions‖ in the 2011 budget without ―full appreciation‖ of the operational impact they would have. That is just one of
the striking lines in the memo by the incoming commandant, Vice Adm. R. [...]

Defending Against Drones: How our new favorite weapon in the war on terror
could be turned against us. The unmanned spy plane that Lebanon’s Hizbullah sent buzzing over Israeli
towns in 2005 was loud and weaponless, and carried only a rudimentary camera. But the surprise flight by a regional
terror group still worried U.S. analysts, who saw it as a sign that the unmanned vehicles were falling into the wrong
hands. Today that concern [...]

UK Defence Committee: Millions On Unproductive Procurement,

The MoD is spending
hundreds of millions of pounds a year on unproductive activities because it has commissioned more work than it can
afford to pay for, says the Defence Select Committee in its Report, Defence Equipment 2010, which is published today.
In its Report, the Committee notes that both the NAO Major Projects Report 2009 [...]

Northrop Considers Bid for U.S. Navy‟s LCS

Northrop Grumman is examining both competing
Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) designs with an eye to possibly bidding as a second-source shipyard to build the small, fast
warships for the U.S. Navy, the company’s top shipbuilder said Wednesday. ―We’re interested, we’re looking at both
programs,‖ Mike Petters, head of Northrop Grumman shipbuilding, told Congress towards the end [...]

Finmeccanica Looks for Partner in White House Helicopter Bid

Finmeccanica SpA, Italy’s
biggest defense contractor, said it is looking for a partner as the U.S. Defense Department restarts the process of
replacing the ageing fleet of presidential helicopters. The group will respond with the subsidiary AgustaWestland. Pier
Francesco Guarguaglini, Finmeccanica’s chief executive officer, said at a press conference in London today. Lockheed
Martin Corp. won [...]

Capitol Police upped security after shooting at Pentagon Metro

Capitol Police on Friday
continued to maintain stringent security levels on Capitol Hill after a lone gunman shot and wounded three officers
outside of the Pentagon on Thursday. Officers with the Pentagon Force Protection Agency (PFPA) shot and killed John
Patrick Bedell, 36, Thursday evening after he approached them outside of the Pentagon Metro station and [...]

NGC Team Awarded CANES Development Contract

The U.S. Navy has selected Northrop
Grumman Corporation for the development phase of the U.S. Navy’s Consolidated Afloat Networks and Enterprise
Services (CANES) program. CANES will streamline and update shipboard network systems to improve interoperability and
affordability across the fleet. A team led by Northrop Grumman received a $17.4 million indefinite-delivery/indefinitequantity, cost-plus-incentive-fee, cost-plus-fixed-fee and firm-fixed-price contract, [...]

EADS North America Delivers 100th UH-72A Lakota Light Utility Helicopter to
the U.S. Army EADS North America delivered its 100th UH-72A Lakota Light Utility Helicopter to the U.S. Army
today, marking another on-time and on-budget achievement for a highly successful program that supports America’s

warfighters and contributes to the nation’s homeland security. ―The UH-72A Lakota program has progressed on schedule
and within budget constraints,‖ said Col. L. Neil Thurgood, the [...]

GD and Austal Split Up To Bid on LCS

Shipbuilding partners Austal USA and General Dynamics have
agreed to revoke their teaming arrangement on the Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) program – a move that positions Austal
to bid as a prime contractor on this year’s bid for 10 LCS ships for the U.S. Navy, and allows GD to go after another five
ships to [...]

Fimeccanica / Guarguaglini: 2009 results exceed expectations

Data even more positive
when compared to world stage * orders over 22 billion euros in both 2010 and 2011 * recovery in civil helicopter market
by 2012 * Ansaldo Energia fate within next two months * Shares up 1.2 percent In 2009, Finmeccanica’s performance
was ―above expectations and show growth in all parameters.‖ The company’s chairman and CEO, Pier Francesco [...]

Police partner with license plate readers

A growing number of police departments are turning to
mobile camera systems to fight motor vehicle theft and identify unregistered cars. The cameras read license plates of
parked and moving cars — hundreds per minute — and check them against vehicle databases, said Lance Clem, a
spokesman for the Colorado Bureau of Investigation, which purchased several [...]

U.S. Puts Hold on Export Licenses for BAE: State Dept.

The U.S. State Department has placed
a ―temporary administrative hold‖ on weapons export licenses sought by BAE Systems or companies using BAE Systems’
products, a State Department official said. BAE officials, however, said there was no hold. The state of affairs remains
unclear. This comes in the wake of BAE’s guilty plea to accusations that it [...]

Pirates Hit Spanish Fishing Ship With RPG

Somali pirates hit a Spanish fishing boat off the coast of
Kenya with a rocket-propelled grenade Thursday as private security on board returned fire at the would-be hijackers.
The successful defense of the fishing vessel Albacan illustrates two trends driving up the stakes for sailors and pirates off
the Horn of Africa: Better trained and protected [...]

Coast Guard takes control from Deepwater‟s integrators

The Coast Guard has taken full
control of developing a new flagship vessel from an embattled industry team and is determined to stay on schedule and
keep costs from skyrocketing, a senior Homeland Security official told House lawmakers Tuesday. The transition marks
the end of the Homeland Security Department’s reliance on a team headed by Lockheed [...]

German Weather Service Selects Selex Systems Integration and Lockheed
Martin for Wind Shear Detection at Frankfurt and Munich Airports The German

Weather Service (DWD) has signed a contract with Selex Systems Integration GmbH to deliver a Low Level Wind Shear
Alert System (LLWAS) for the Frankfurt and Munich, Germany airports. The systems consist of a METEOR 50DX Dual
Polarisation Weather Radar, a WindTracer® Doppler Lidar, and comprehensive sensor data integration based on
Rainbow5 Software. [...]

License plate recognition to be regulated in Maine

Action that would limit use to law
enforcement, DOT could be precedent setting The Maine Legislature’s Joint Transportation Committee has moved
forward a bill this week that would set statewide policy for the use of license plate recognition technology. As part of LD
1561, ―An Act to Regulate the Use of Traffic Surveillance Cameras,‖ LPR data [...]

SBINET in danger? No finish in sight for „virtual‟ border fence

A multibillion-dollar ―virtual
fence‖ along the southwestern border promised for completion in 2009 to protect the U.S. from terrorists, violent drug
smugglers and a flood of illegal immigrants is a long way from becoming a reality, with government officials unable to
say when, how or whether it will ever be completed. More than three years after [...]

Pentagon Panel Has Contractor Contacts: Analysis finds financial ties

More than half
of the panel members appointed to review the Pentagon’s latest four-year strategy blueprint have financial ties to
defense contractors with a stake in the planning process, a USA TODAY analysis shows. Congress created the 20member panel in 2006 to analyze the Defense Department’s four-year plan, known as the Quadrennial Defense Review.
Lawmakers called [...]

Naval Surface Warfare Center: 37 M$ to SAIC

Science Applications International Corporation
(SAIC) today announced it has been awarded a task order by the Naval Surface Warfare Center (NSWC) – Crane Division

to provide technical and training support to the U.S. Navy Surface Warfare’s Special Operating Forces (SOF), and other
DoD Agencies. The follow-on task order has a two year base period of performance, [...]

Airport scanners still in storage

President Barack Obama’s 2009 stimulus plan included $25 million for
airport screening machines capable of detecting explosives like those carried by the Christmas Day bomber. But more
than a year after passage of the stimulus, the Department of Homeland Security has yet to install a single scanner paid
for by the bill. ―We have not outlined our [...]

NATO Contract to SELEX Sistemi Integrati

SELEX Sistemi Integrati has received a Contract of 15
M€ for the integration of about 230 Sensors on new implemented Air Command and Control (ACCS) Sites, hosted by
eleven NATO Nations: Netherlands, Spain, Turkey, Hungary, Norway, Portugal, Czech Republic, Denmark, Greece and
France. The Contract has been awarded to SELEX Sistemi Integrati, through the ACCS Main [...]

US Navy: LCS Budget

The Navy plans to spend about $28 billion to buy 55 Littoral Combat Ships (LCS) and at
least 64 interchangeable mission packages to perform one of three missions – mine countermeasures, antisubmarine
warfare, and surface warfare – in waters close to shore. GAO’s analysis of the Navy’s 2009 estimates showed that the
operating and support [...]

Obama officials present a strategic redefining of Homeland Security‟s mission

The Obama administration Monday delivered to Congress the nation’s first Quadrennial Homeland Security Review,
defining homeland security for the first time as including hazards beyond terrorism, in a strategic document intended to
drive long-term budget decisions. Congress mandated the high-level strategic review in 2007, two years after Hurricane
Katrina exposed failings in the government’s response and [...]

EU: 20 M€ for research Selex SI

The European Union has approved funding of almost € 20 million for
two projects coordinated by Selex Sistemi Integrati in the second edition of the ban ―Call Security‖ of the Seventh
Framework Program. This was announced by the company of the Finmeccanica group, noting that he won the highest
share of the approximately 118 million [...]
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